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Evaluation of the Doctorate Thesis of Alejandro L6pez L6pez

Dear Dr.  Gal iSn,

The thesis entit led "Molecular phylogeny and evolution of Australian and Asian tiger beetles
(Coleoptera: Cicindelidae)" have been evaluated with respect to international standards of
PhD education. I am generally very impressed with this work. lt is t idy and informative, and
neatly divided into logical chapters. The coherent research theme is on the phylogeny,
diversif ication and speciation processes in t iger beetles and the four papers contain
independent but logical ly related topics.  Methods include state of  the art  molecular
techniques such as PCR and sequencing and the data have been analysed by a var iety of  up-
to-date methods, including Bayesian, parsimony and maximum l ikel ihood approaches. A
range of population genetics tool has also been implemented and the interpretation of the
results seems sound. The thesis work furthermore documents a broad approach by also
including cel l  genet ics such as chromosome counts.  Three of the papers are already
publ ished in good internat ional  journals,  and the last  one is submit ted for review. The
quality of the manuscripts is therefore higher than expected.

Based on this highly informative and interesting reading I wil l  recommend that Alejandro
L6pez L6pez can defend his thesis. Because the thesis clearly meets the expected
international standards of a PhD in evolutionary biology, the degree should also meet the
requirements for an Internat ional  Ment ion.

Best regards

b),fr
Bjarte Jordal
Associate Professor
Cu rator, Entomologica I Collections
University Museum of Bergen
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